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Abstract Wireless body area networks (WBANs) based ubiquitous and fully
automated healthcare systems provide a platform to share medical information. Energy efficiency and communication security will increase the confidence of the users in adopting such remote healthcare systems. Key agreement
and authentication schemes play an important role in the security of remote
healthcare systems. The nodes in a WBAN exchange information in order to
complete the key agreement and authentication process. In the literature, numerous schemes have used heavy mathematical calculations or overloaded with
excessive information exchange. This paper presents a bloom filter-based key
agreement scheme using k-mean clustering for WBANs. The key agreement
and authentication is performed in clustered environment using k-mean clustering. This makes the scheme more robust and energy efficient. The keys are
generated from the ECG values of the human body. The proposed mechanism
is energy efficient and secure, due to its more efficient key generation and less
memory utilizations for remote healthcare systems. Moreover, the proposed
scheme is analyzed and compared with a state-of-the-art scheme in terms of
energy consumption, memory utilizations, processing complexity, and false
positive rate (FPR). The results show that the proposed scheme outperform
significantly the other scheme by consuming less energy and efficient memory
utilization, while achieving a very low FPR and linear running complexity.
Keywords Body area network · Healthcare · Security · Privacy · Bloom
filter · Key agreement
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1 Introduction
Information technology modernized the medical field, a good example is the
use of wireless body area network (WBAN) for collecting human physiological
data. A WBAN is formed by wearing sensor-equipped clothes or implanting
sensors into the human body. WBANs are specifically designed to be used
in healthcare and emergency response scenarios, where the nodes in WBAN
measure the vital signs from the body and send this information to a remote
medical server in the hospital. Moreover, this information or vital signs are
further examined and evaluated by a physician in the hospital for diagnoses
purposes.
There are several applications of WBANs, including Medical Healthcare,
fitness monitoring, etc. healthcare applications consist of indoor and outdoor
monitoring of elderly people and patients. The use of small biosensors in a
WBAN causes the increase in mobility of patients i.e., as the small biosensors
can be used to monitor the patient remotely, this allow the patient to move
around with more flexibility. The other positive aspect of this scenario is the
ubiquitous health care i.e., health monitoring anywhere and anytime.
All the communication in the WBAN is carried out by using wireless
medium, this poses major security threats to WBAN. Securing WBAN communication is very important, this is because to provide healthcare facilities
to its wearer, a WBAN uses human personal data i.e., physiological values
(PVs). Inappropriate security measures may lead to a wrong diagnosis and
could eventually result in the loss of human life [1]. For example, an intruder
interrupted patients PVs during transmission, and got access to the actual
PVs of the patient. The intruder can modify the PVs of that particular patient, which will misguide the physician and eventually will result in wrong
diagnosis.
In this paper, we propose a bloom filter-based electrocardiogram (EKG)
key agreement scheme for WBANs. The scheme provides plug-n-play security
for inter-sensor communication in WBANs. The plug-n-play nature of the
scheme eliminates the use of an explicit key distribution mechanism. The keys
are generated from peak values of EKG signals of human body, because the
EKG generated keys possess all the necessities, like the long, random, and
time variant keys proposed in [2]. Moreover, to achieve the energy efficiency
and to reduce the communication overhead this work uses bloom filter for
EKG key generation. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed scheme is
the first bloom filter-based EKG key agreement that is specifically designed
for WBANs application in healthcare systems. A typical WBAN scenario with
multiple biometric sensors is shown in Figure 1.
In the proposed scheme, the nodes are required to agree with the personal
server (PS) upon a single common key, the PS constructs a bloom filter [3]
from the feature set of EKG values extracted from the human body. Similarly, the communicating nodes also calculate and constructs the bloom filter
from the EKG of the same human body. After construction the bit arrays
are exchanged between the sensor nodes and PS. Further, the PS check the
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Fig. 1 A typical WBAN scenario[22]

membership of each and every bit by comparing it with its own version of
the stored bit array. Once the membership is confirmed, the key generation
process starts. Moreover, representing the elements with a single bit makes the
proposed scheme very secure and energy efficient. All the communications are
made secure by using message authentication code (MAC) before sending it
on the wireless channel. Due to very less information exchange during the key
agreement process, the proposed scheme mitigates the attacks like, replay and
denial-of-service. The proposed scheme is analyzed in terms of security, time
complexity, energy efficiency, and memory overhead. The results and analysis of our experiments show that the proposed scheme is a better choice for
resource constrained networks like, WBANs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In ”Related Work”
section, the background and related literature is discussed. ”System Model”
section elaborates on the proposed system model. ”Proposed Scheme” section
describes details about the proposed scheme. ”Results and Analysis” section
presents the experimental analysis and results of our scheme, while ”Conclusion” section concludes our work.

2 Related Work
The development of implantable device revolutionized the medical field. These
implantable devices are used to form a WBAN. In a WBAN sensor nodes are
connected to the personal server (PS), which acts as a gateway to forward the
human physiological data to the medical servers for analysis and diagnosis [4].
As the potentially exploitable wireless communication in a WBAN involves the
human personal data. This raises a huge concern about the security of WBAN
[5, 6]. However, because of limited resources of such medical devices, heavy
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cryptographic schemes, like Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [7, 8], cannot be
used directly in WBAN.
Similarly, there are some schemes which have used pre-deployment strategies to implement the key agreement and generation process in WBAN [9,
10]. These scheme are also extensively heavy for the tiny sensor nodes used
in WBAN, due to their memory and processing limitations [11]. In literature
some approaches have properties like, received signal strength (RSS) [12], and
human interaction channel [13], that can be used for the key agreement and
generation in WBAN. Moreover, few schemes have used fuzzy logic for commitment and key agreement in WBAN [14].
There are schemes that uses biometrics or human physiological data for key
agreement and generation process to secure the inter-sensor communication in
WBAN [15]. According to [10], the advantage of using the physiological values
as a mean for generating the cryptographic keys is that it possess time variant
nature and high randomness. Moreover, most of the physiological value-based
schemes require no key distribution due to the fact that each sensor is measuring the same physiological values from the same body, while small differences
can be eliminated by using some error correction codes. These properties have
formed physiological values an attracting choice for key agreement and generation in WBAN [16-19]. The authors in [20] have used an EKG to generate keys
for secure intra-WBAN communication. Also, the authors in [21] have secured
the cluster formation process, as well as the intra-WBAN communications, by
using keys generated from the EKG values of the human body. The communicating sensors first calculate the EKG values, which are exchanged between
the communicating sensors for the generation of common keys for communication. The scheme in [22], has used set reconciliation-based scheme for key
agreement and generation in WBAN. It takes EKG as a mean for generating
the keys, while the small differences in the calculations are then reconciled
among the communicating nodes in order to agree upon a single common key.
In the aforementioned physiological value-based schemes, few schemes have
exchanged the whole feature set between the sensor nodes, that causes an
increase in communication overhead. Some of the schemes have used heavy
mathematical calculations which tends to have heavy processing overhead.
Similarly, some schemes are much heavier in terms of memory consumption.
All these properties have made these schemes very difficult to be applicable in
a resource constrained networks like, WBAN.
In the first round of the scheme secure cluster formation is achieved by
using a pre-deployed master key. Once the cluster formation by using k-mean
clustering is finalized, the bloom filter-based scheme is further applied on peak
points in the EKG signal to achieve maximum randomness. The scheme exchanges only the bit array formed by using the bloom filter as a mean for
agreeing upon some common set of values among the cluster members. This
reduces the communication overhead as well as the energy consumption of the
proposed scheme. The k-mean cluster-based communication reduces the communication distance, which reduces the overall communication energy. Moreover, every element of the feature set is represented by a single bit in the bloom
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filter, which reduces the size of the transformed feature set (bit array). Additionally, another advantage of using the bloom filter for key agreement is that
the running complexity or the search complexity is linear, i.e., O(k). These
properties of the proposed scheme make it secure and efficient as compared to
the schemes discussed earlier. Moreover, only one key is stored in the whole
network and is used by all the sensors to perform inter-sensor communication.

3 System Model
We assume that WBAN is a network formed by sensor nodes attached to
the human body, having the ability of measuring the human physiological
values (PVs). These sensor nodes are ordinary resource constrained devices
having limited memory, power and energy. We also assume that all sensor
nodes and PS of the WBAN are synchronized. Furthermore, we assume that
PS is a powerful sensor node which has high power, memory, and energy
resources. A typical WBAN scenario is shown in Figure 1, where the black
circles represent the ordinary physiological measuring sensors, while a Personal
Digital Assistance (PDA) like device represents the PS.

3.1 Bloom Filter
Bloom filter is a data structure having the ability of efficient and quick data
searching [3], while using hash functions as a mean for data size reduction and
security. The advantage of using bloom filter is that it can store large amount
of data in a very small space, and also can efficiently check for the membership
of the elements i.e., search for elements. A bloom filter is basically a bit array
of ’m’ bits that can easily check a finite set consists of ’n’ elements for the
membership of an element, i.e., whether the element is on the list or not. Bloom
filter reduces the size of the data by reconstructing the data elements in to
more manageable bits in the form of a bit array. This reconstruction using
hash functions make the communications secure, this is because it requires
proper authentication. Consequently, if an attacker node by any mean captures
the data during the communication, the attacker will be unable to decrypt
the hashed data due to the irreversible properties of the hash functions. The
process is depicted in Figure 2.
Where el1 , el2 , and eln represents the feature set element number 1, 2 up to
n, respectively. Similarly, h1 (.), h2 (.) up to hn (.) represents the corresponding
hash functions.
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Fig. 2 bloom-filter

4 Proposed Scheme
Using the bloom filter as a mean for agreeing the nodes upon a single common
key, we proposed a bloom filter-based key agreement scheme for WBANs. The
proposed scheme has three main steps i.e., feature extraction and quantization,
clustering mechanism, and a bloom filter-based EKG key agreement Scheme.
Below each step is described in detail.

4.1 Feature Extraction and Quantization
In the feature extraction and quantization phase, each node in the WBAN
extracts the physiological features from the EKG signal obtained from the
human body. The signal is collected at a specific sampling rate and time duration, and then a discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is applied on the collected
data. In order to extract the peaks from the collected data, it is passed through
a peak detection mechanism. Once the peaks are finalized, each of the peak
value along with the index pair is quantized for the formation of a feature set
FS= F S 1 , F S 2 , F S 3 , , F S n , where F S n represents the concatenated peak
value and peak index pair of element ’n’, and ’n’ is the size of the feature
vector.

4.2 Clustering Mechanism
The k-means is an unspervised learning algorithm that has been used in literature to solve the clustering problem.The algorithm is used to classify a given
set of sensor nodes through a certain number of clusters. The set of senor nodes
is partitioned into k clusters using Euclidean distance mean, this results the
maximization of intra-cluster similarity and the minimization of inter-cluster
similarity. The k-means clustering algorithm [26] is iterative in nature and
follows the steps given below:
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Let X=x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,. . . ,xn be the sensor nodes and Z=z1 ,z2 ,z3 , . . . , zn be the
set of centers
Step 1: Select cluster center ’c’ randomly
Step 2: compute the Euclidean distance between each sensor node and cluster
centers using the Equation 1.
v
u n
uX
Dist(Xi , Zi ) = t (xi − zi )2
(1)
i=1

Step 3: Assign each sensor node to the cluster center whose distance is minimum to the cluster center in all cluster centers.
Step 4: Recalculate the new cluster center using Equation 2
Zi = (1/Ci )

Ci
X

xi

(2)

i=1

Where ‘Ci ’ represnet the number of sensor nodes in the ith cluster.
Step 5: Recalculate the distance between each sensor node and newly
obtained cluster centers.
Step 6: If no sensor node was reassigned then stop ,otherwise repeat step 3.
The following Figure 5 shows the two clusters formed for a set of 16 sensor
nodes using k-means cluster algorithm. The algorithm is fast, robust and easier
to understand as discussed earlier. Also, the algorithm is relatively efficient
and consumes less energy O(tknd), where n is the number of objects, k is the
number of clusters, d is the dimension of each object and t is the iteration.

4.3 A Bloom Filter-based EKG Key Agreement Scheme
A bloom filter-based key agreement scheme is proposed for healthcare system
using wireless body area networks. In the proposed scheme, when the sensor
node wants to communicate with PS, it will first agree up on a single common
key with the PS. The sensor node will first calculate the EKG values from
the human body and then extract the features from the collected physiological
signal. After performing the quantization, the sensor node will apply the bloom
filter on the quantized blocks, and the filter will be stored as a bit array on the
sensor node. Furthermore, the sensor node sends this bit array to the personal
server for confirmation i.e., whether the array calculated on the PS are the
same or not. In order to preserve privacy the array is exchanged using MAC.
It is worth mentioning here, that the PS and sensor nodes resides on same
body and are synchronized, so each sensor node calculate similar physiological
values from the human body [1, 22]. Moreover, when the PS receives the
sensor nodes bit array, it calculates its own version of the feature set from the
same EKG signal simultaneously. After that the PS apply the bloom filter on
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the quantized blocks, stores the filter as a bit array. However, for verification
purpose, to check whether the received bit array and that calculated by the PS
are similar or not, the PS performs a membership check function by using hash
comparison. Once this is confirmed that the bit arrays calculated at the PS
and sensor node are the same, then comes the final key generation step. In the
proposed scheme the actual data is not exchanged during the key agreement
process, rather bit arrays are exchanged. This reduces the communication
overhead and energy consumption, as well as strengthen the security of the
scheme by not exposing the actual data in the communication process.
Once the comparison is successful the PS then broadcast a keygen message
to all the sensor nodes. Upon receiving the keygen message all the sensor
nodes generate the key from the same quantized blocks. While in case if the
comparison is unsuccessful, the PS directs all the sensor nodes to recalculate
the EKG signal and the whole process is repeated. This exchange and hash
bit array comparison process for both successful and unsuccessful bit arrays
are shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b), respectively, while the whole key agreement
and generation process is depicted in Figure 4.

Fig. 3 Bit arrays comparison

4.3.1 Challenge Response based Authentication
To secure the wireless communication in WBAN, the nodes must be authenticated before communicating the human personal data. This will mitigate and
deny the attacks like, replay and denial-of-service attack. For this purpose the
proposed scheme uses a challenge response-based authentication mechanism
to distinguish between the legitimate sensor nodes and the attackers.
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The authentication process is shown by two simple messages communicated
between the sensor nodes and the PS of the WBAN. In msg1 , the PS of the
WBAN broadcasts a MAC by using the key generated by the EKG values of
the human body. The MAC contains the ID of the PS, a challenge C, and the
nonce.
msg1 : P S → ∗ : M ACKP S,SNi (IDP S , C, nonce)

msg2 : SNi → P S : M ACKP S,SNi (IDSNi , IDP S , C, nonce)
In msg2 every sensor node reply to the PS by encrypting it with the same
key KP S,SNi , its own version of the challenge C , and nonce. The communicating sensors share the same human body i.e., both sender and receiver
sensors are located on the same body. The key generated at a particular time
from the EKG of a particular person will be the same, this is because it is generated from the same EKG signal of the same human body in a synchronized
environment. Upon the reception of msg2 , PS checks the ID of each sender
(SNi ), its own ID, the challenge C, and compares these values with its own
version of the challenge, nonce, and IDs for the authentication of sensor nodes
in WBAN. In the case of a mismatch, the malevolent node is detected and
removed from the list of WBAN member nodes by the PS.
4.3.2 Cluster member Joining and Leaving
The node joining and leaving is very rare in a WBAN due to their fixed position on the body. The nodes can only leave or join when nodes are replaced
due to energy depletion or performs malfunctions. Moreover, due to the small
size of the WBAN, joining and leaving will not affect the scheme, because
every node in the network is directly connected to the cluster head. When
a node is place or replaced in a WBAN, the newly joined node will send a
hello message to the cluster head. Then the cluster head and the node will
start measuring the EKG signal in a synchronized manner. After that the key
agreement and generation process described above will take place. Once both
the cluster head and sensor node agree upon a single common key, the cluster
head authenticates the node by using the challenge-response-based authentication mechanism described above. Upon successful authentication, the node
is added to the list of WBAN nodes; otherwise, the node is rejected by the
cluster head, and the cluster head broadcasts the ID of the node to the other
cluster members claiming that the node is an attacker.
If a node leaves the WBAN for any reason, like a failure, power shortage,
or malfunction, the cluster head sends some keep alive messages to the node
in order to check for its existence. If the node does not reply in a specific time
window, then the node is considered to be dead or already moved from the
network. The cluster head removes the node from its list and broadcasts a
message to the whole network that the particular node has left the network.
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4.3.3 Key Refreshment
Key refreshment is done after a fixed interval of time or when a node joins
or leaves the network. As described earlier, node joining and leaving is not
very common in WBANs. Thus, it will not add much burden to the proposed
scheme. When a node leaves the network, the PS broadcasts the KeyRef message to the whole network. The nodes then start the bloom filter-based key
agreement process to generate a new common key.

Fig. 4 Proposed Key Agreement Scheme
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5 Results and analysis
This section provides the experimental setup, and analysis on the evaluation
of experimental results.

5.1 Experimental Setup
For experiments and analysis the EKG data for 30 different persons’ are taken
from MIT PHYSIO BANK [27]. The simulation is performed in UBUNTU
version 12.04 LTS and MATLAB version 7.0.1 for 2, 4, 8, and 10 nodes respectively. In the simulations both the hardware settings and environments
are kept the same for proposed scheme and set reconciliation-based scheme
[22], as both the schemes are simulated on an Intel (R) Core (TM) i5 system
with and 8GB RAM and Windows 7 Professional.

5.2 Analysis and Discussion
In this subsection, the proposed bloom filter-based key agreement scheme is
analyzed in terms of running complexity, False Positive Rate (FPR), memory
consumption, and energy consumption. The proposed scheme is tested for the
aforementioned parameters by increasing the number of nodes in the WBAN.
5.2.1 Cluster formation
The k-means clustering algorithm is used for cluster formation in WBAN. The
scheme first select the centroid which acts as a cluster head. The remaining
nodes are examined in terms of Euclidean distance to the cluster mean, and
are allocated to the closest cluster. This can be seen in Figure 5, where two
cluster heads are selected on the basis of Euclidean distance, while the rest of
the nodes are allocated to the best suitable cluster.
5.2.2 Security analysis
Due to the wireless communication involvement in the WBAN key agreement
process, it is susceptible to some attacks. For example an attacker can launch a
replay attack by sniffing some packets during the communication, and injecting
duplicate copies of the packets. To remedy this situation, the proposed scheme
discards the replayed packets; because the key is refreshed in the network after
a predefined time. This key cannot be generated by the attackers, there are
several reasons to support this statement. First, the attacker cannot measure
the EKG values accurately without having contact with the subject body.
Secondly, the generation of new key require proper authentication from the
Personal Server (PS) in the network. Due to these restrictions a node will be
unable to participate in the key agreement process illegitimately.
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Fig. 5 Cluster Formation in WBAN

Similarly, an attacker can launch denial-of-service (DoS) attack by sending
excessive packets to the PS in a short time interval. To participate in the
network the proposed scheme first authenticate the node in order to check the
legitimacy of the node. This authentication makes it difficult for a node to
perform DoS attack. This is because every packet sourced by an unauthentic
node will be dropped by the proposed scheme.
For the sake of usability and applicability of the proposed scheme, it is
analyzed in terms of false positive rate (FPR). FPR is the percentage of incorrectly identified bits in a bloom filter, i.e., those bits which are not present in
the bloom filter, but when asked for the membership the scheme erroneously
identify it as member bits. The identification of these bits will show how much
the scheme is applicable and adaptable in a crucial healthcare application. For
example, if the scheme erroneously identifies high amount of bits as member
bits, this will lead to a scenario where anyone will be able to generate the
key from similar EKG data. This scenario will provide unauthorized access to
the WBAN, and will eventually create a security loophole. The FPR of bloom
filter is dependent on the value of ‘k’ and ‘m’ and can be calculated by the
following equation:
F P R = (1 − e−kn/m )k

(3)

Where ‘k’ represents the number of hash functions, ‘m’ is the number of
bits required for the bloom filter, and n is the total number of elements. As
evident from Equation 3, increasing the value of ‘k’ will decrease the FPR
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value, but increasing the number of hash functions (i.e., k ) will increase the
processing overhead of the scheme. Similarly, increasing the number of bits for
the bloom filter will cost memory consumption. Hence, the scheme should use
optimal values for both ‘k’ and ‘m’ ; in order to get maximum applicability
and usability in such constrained environment.
The proposed scheme is compared with the set reconciliation based scheme
[22] in terms of FPR and number of nodes. Taking a 5 seconds ECG window
yields a 2 kb (kilo byte) feature set after applying discrete wavelet transform
for feature extraction. In simulations keeping the number of hash functions as
3, and number of bits 7158.3351, we get the FPR as low as .007. In Figure
6, we can see that for set reconciliation based scheme increasing the number
of nodes in the network increases the FPR, this is because when the number
of nodes increases in the network, then the number of differences in the feature set for key generation also increases. This reduces the performance of set
reconciliation-based scheme. It is evident from Figure 6, that increase in the
network size does not affect the performance of the proposed scheme, because
the scheme is not exchanging the features, rather it is communicating the bit
array.

Fig. 6 FPR comparison of the proposed scheme and set reconciliation-based scheme

5.2.2.1 Randomness To check the randomness, DIEHARDER [25] testing suite
is applied on the generated keys from the ECG data. The decision rule in this
scenario says that a test is considered failed if it outcomes a P value less than
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or equal to 0.0001 or greater than or equal to 0.9999. As we can see from
Table 1, that all the P values generated by the DIEHARDER testing suite
successfully passes the above mention criteria.
Table 1 DIEHARDER testing suite results for ECG generated keys
Test Name
diehard birthdays
diehard operm5
diehard rank 32x32
diehard rank 6x8
diehard bitstream
diehard opso
diehard oqso
diehard dna
diehard count 1s str
diehard count 1s byt
diehard parking lot
diehard 2dsphere
diehard 3dsphere
diehard squeeze
diehard sums
diehard runs
diehard craps
marsaglia tsang gcd
sts monobit
sts runs
sts serial
rgb bitdist
rgb minimum distance
rgb permutations
rgb permutations
rgb permutations
rgb permutations
rgb lagged sum
rgb kstest test
dab bytedistrib
dab dct
dab filltree
dab filltree
dab filltree2
dab filltree2
dab monobit2

ntup
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
3
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
1-16
1-12
2-5
2
3
4
5
0-32
0
0
256
32
32
0
1
12

t-samples
100
1000000
40000
100000
2097152
2097152
2097152
2097152
256000
256000
12000
8000
4000
100000
100
100000
200000
10000000
100000
100000
100000
100000
10000
100000
100000
100000
100000
1000000
10000
51200000
50000
15000000
15000000
5000000
5000000
65000000

p-sample
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
1000
100
100
100
100
100
1000
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Average P-value of 25 keys
0.5850
0.5248
0.5872
0.6201
0.4804
0.5831
0.5341
0.5125
0.6038
0.4435
0.4938
0.6279
0.6058
0.6005
0.1411
0.6030
0.6838
0.6413
0.5536
0.5940
0.4243 to 0.6740
0.4389 to 0.6479
0.4389 to 0.6479
0.5614
0.3263 to 0.5347
0.6214
0.5614
0.6180
0.6215
0.5251
0.4207 to 0.7372
0.5327
0.4843
0.4114
0.5766
0.5327

5.3 Asymptotic Complexity
Similarly, the set reconciliation-based scheme uses the scheme in [23] for key
agreement between the nodes. The nodes reconcile the differences between
the elements of their individual feature sets. Table 2 shows the asymptotic
complexity of proposed and set reconciliation-based scheme. The proposed

Assessment
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
PASSED
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scheme is better than the set reconciliation-based scheme in terms of running
complexity, the proposed scheme has a linear complexity compared to the
cubic complexity of the set reconciliation-based scheme.
Table 2 Running complexity analysis
Schemes
Set Reconciliation Based Scheme
Proposed Scheme

Running complexity
O(d3 )
O(k)

5.4 Memory Consumption
The proposed scheme is also compared to the set reconciliation based scheme in
terms of memory overhead. It can be observed from Figure 7, that the proposed
scheme is more efficient in memory consumption than the set reconciliationbased scheme. This is because the proposed scheme uses a single bit representation for every element of the feature set. While in contrast the set
reconciliation-based scheme uses the complete bits (i.e., 8 bits for integer values) to store each element.

Fig. 7 Memory Overhead
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5.5 Communication overhead
The communication overhead is calculated for two scenarios, i.e., when both
the sensors have 50% differences in their respective feature sets, and when
the feature sets are totally different from each other, as depicted in Figure 8.
As feature sets are calculated from the EKG signal of the human body, the
differences can occur while different sensors calculate the same EKG signal.
These differences can be due to the noise, or even distance from the heart
location can also affect the readings of EKG. When the differences in the
feature sets are 50%, then the set reconciliation scheme has to at least reconcile
half of the set elements. Similarly, in the worst case scenario, when the sets are
totally different from each other the set reconciliation-base scheme will have to
reconcile the whole feature set, which increases the communication overhead.
While the proposed scheme for 50% differences only exchanges the bit array
created for only half of the elements, where each element is represented as a
single bit. Similarly, in case of hundred percent mismatch of the feature set, the
proposed scheme only exchanges the bit array for the whole set. This bit array
representation hugely reduces the communication overhead of the proposed
scheme.

Fig. 8 Communication Overhead
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5.6 Energy Consumption
As the energy consumption of a node is mainly dependent on the sending
and receiving of information. According to [24], the Chipcon CC1000 radio
have used in Crossbow MICA2DOT motes consumes 28.6 and 59.2 J of energy to send and receive 1 byte of data, respectively. Using these parameters,
the energy consumption for the proposed and set reconciliation-based scheme
are calculated for two scenarios, i.e., when there are 50% differences in the
elements of the feature set, and when the difference is 100% (Worst case).
It can be seen in Figure 9, that the proposed scheme again outperform the
set reconciliation-based scheme. This is because when the differences in the
feature set increases the set reconciliation based scheme will use the whole
feature set to be exchanged in the key agreement process, while in case of the
proposed scheme it will represent the elements as bit array and will exchange
it with the other communicating party.

Fig. 9 Energy consumption analysis

The above results and discussions show that the proposed scheme is very
efficient in terms of memory utilization, energy consumption, and communication overhead. This is because the proposed scheme is using the reduced sized
bit arrays as a mean for exchanging the information between the communicating nodes. Moreover, the bit arrays exchange between the communicating
nodes is made secure by using the hash functions, which increases the security
of the whole key agreement process and makes it difficult for an attacker to
get the information about the key. The communication overhead and energy
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consumption comparison of the proposed scheme and set reconciliation-based
key agreement scheme show the applicability and its suitability for applications where network connectivity and life time is of high importance. Similarly,
memory consumption and running complexity are critically important in applications where tiny sensor devices are used for monitoring such as healthcare.
It is evident from all the results and comparisons that the proposed scheme
performs much better than the set reconciliation-based key agreement scheme.
6 Conclusion
Security and privacy concerns put a huge impact on the usability and applicability of any remote healthcare system. This is because the wireless communication in remote healthcare systems involves the human personal data that
makes such systems more security conscious. Exchanging excessive information during the key agreement process itself is a security risk. The proposed
bloom filter-based key agreement scheme uses very less information exchange
during the key agreement process, this is because each member of the feature set is represented by a single bit in a bloom filter bit array, and that
list is further exchanged. The proposed scheme mitigates denial-of-service and
replay attacks by using bloom filter-based key agreement and authentication
mechanism. Our proposed scheme shows very prominent results as compared
to the set reconciliation-based key agreement scheme in terms of security and
privacy, false positive rate (FPR), running time complexity, memory overhead,
and energy consumption.
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